Copyright and terms and conditions for the use of the website

The entire content on Berlingske Media’s websites is protected under the Danish Copyright Act and managed by Berlingske Media A/S, Pilestræde 34, DK-1147 Copenhagen K, CVR No. 29 20 73 13.

The companies set out below are, for ease of reference, referred to jointly as Berlingske Media:

Berlingske Media A/S
Weekendavisen A/S
BTMX P/S
Berlingske People A/S
Marketsquare A/S
Trykkompagniet A/S

Copying, etc.

Articles, photos, graphics and anything else published on Berlingske Media’s websites belong to Berlingske Media and are made available exclusively for displaying and reading purposes. Copying on paper (print-outs) for private use is permitted. Only natural persons are permitted to do so. A company may, therefore, not print an article, etc., nor for the purpose of copying it to the employees of the company.

It is further permitted to take digital copies for your own private use or for private use by your household, which will typically include your spouse and children, see section 12 of the Danish Copyright Act.

However, you may not without Berlingske Media’s written consent copy, retransmit, upload, send, transfer or distribute for commercial or public purposes the content of the website you have visited, and this includes text, pictures, sound or videos.

Links

Berlingske Media wants to make it easy for users and bloggers to access, discuss and link to content on Berlingske Media’s websites.

One-time use of deep links or private use of RSS feeds is permitted, but repeated and systematic use of deep links and/or RSS for commercial purposes is only permitted upon prior written agreement with Berlingske Media.

You may, therefore, link to the home page of the website you visit or to a special article that you mention, for example, on your own website/blog or in an email, provided you clearly specify the source.

If you mention an article from one of Berlingske Media’s websites on your website/blog or in an email, it is good reference practice to also link to the original article.

It is not permitted to link to Berlingske Media’s websites so that a website appears in the frame of the foreign website. Accordingly, you must not link in such a manner that Berlingske Media’s websites appear to be part of another website unless you have made a prior written agreement to that effect with Berlingske Media.
Any violation will be met with a claim for damages, remuneration and compensation.

Berlingske Media is neither responsible nor liable for the content on or availability of websites to which Berlingske Media’s websites link or refer. This also applies to advertisements on Berlingske Media’s websites.

Terms and conditions for the use of the website

Please read these terms and conditions carefully before you use any of Berlingske Media’s websites. By using a website managed or owned by one or more of the above legal owners, you accept these terms and conditions. If you do not agree to the terms and conditions, please do not use the website.

At any time, Berlingske Media may amend these terms and conditions by updating them. Any such amendments will be binding on you as a user. You should, therefore, visit this website on a regular basis to review the up-to-date terms and conditions, which are binding upon you.

Terms and conditions

Special rules for user-based sites

Below you will find the rules applying to posts that you and other users make on websites provided by Berlingske Media. You are responsible for your posts complying with the law in force at any given time and that your posts do not infringe any third-party rights, for example copyright to text and pictures.

Signing up

Everybody may sign up as a user of Berlingske Media’s websites. As a user you accept to be responsible and liable for all activities on the site carried out with your user name. As providers we reserve the right to deactivate your user access at any time and for any reason.

User-generated content – the main rule

In general, users are responsible and liable for all news, comments, pictures or any other kind of content they upload on the website they visit. By contributing content, the user assumes the obligation to hold the provider harmless.

User-generated content particularly relating to the website aok.dk

The users are responsible and liable for all news, comments, pictures or any other kind of content they upload on www.aok.dk. When supplying content, the user undertakes an obligation to indemnify Berlingske Media A/S for any claim that may be raised against Berlingske Media in consequence of any illegal or offensive content uploaded by the user.

No censoring or redaction

The large amount of content that is published makes it impossible for us as providers to monitor all activities. We cannot check and are neither responsible nor liable for any content supplied by the users and for the risk that you as a user may be exposed to content which you find offensive, erroneous or in any other way reprehensible. You accept that we as providers do not pre-approve the users’ content, but that we have the right, without providing any further reason, to remove any
kind of content published via the visited website if such content is inconsistent with the spirit or the letter of the terms and conditions set out here.

Assignment of rights

When you upload content to the website you visit, you guarantee:

● that you have all the necessary rights to the material you provide and the right to use it as described in these terms and conditions;

● that all information provided by you is true, accurate, current and does not violate the terms and conditions set out here; and

● that the publication of the content will not be harmful to any person or group.

Any information and material that you provide to the website you visit is provided free of charge and for the unrestricted use by Berlingske Media. As providers, we, as well as our business partners, may, without asking for your permission, refer to or mention your content in our other media across our titles and in other formats. If we wish to bring your content/material on other media, sites and services, we are permitted to do so without your consent.

Berlingske Media has the right to use everything you may transfer or submit for any purpose. Berlingske Media may further use, for any purposes, any idea, concept, technique and know-how included in whatever you have sent to the website. This may, for example, include the development, production or marketing of products through the use of such information.

Any kind of communication or material that you send to the website by email or in any other way – as for example data, comments, questions, proposals – will not be treated confidentially or as copyright-protected.

Content rules:

You accept that you may never upload, email or in any other way provide content:

● which is illegal, harmful, menacing, harassing, derogatory, defamatory, libellous, pornographic or invasive of another individual’s privacy or in any way harmful to minors;

● which offends, degrades, intimidates or is hateful to individuals or groups of individuals on basis of their religion, gender, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, age or handicap;

● which purports to be from another individual or group than you, or which on a fraudulent basis sets out or hints to your affiliation with another individual or group, or which includes personal or identifying information on another individual without that individual’s express permission;

● which is untrue, misleading, fraudulent, misleading or constitutes an attempt to, under false pretences, to persuade the readers to visit other websites;

● which infringes any patent, trademark, business secret, copyright or any other right or which you have no legal or contractual right to publish;

● which is or contains advertisements or any other kind of marketing, including links to other web services for the purpose of referring users hereto, junk mail, spam, chain letters, pyramid schemes or unsolicited advertisements;
which constitutes or includes any kind of advertising or solicitation of customers if the content is made public on the visited website which is not intended for that exact purpose or if the content is emailed to users of the visited website who have asked not to be contacted about other services, products or commercial interests;

- which includes links to commercial services or websites where it is not explicitly permitted;
- which promotes any unlawful service or any product the sale of which is prohibited by law;
- contains virus or any other computer code, files or programmes the purpose of which is to interrupt, destroy or restrict the use of computer software, hardware or telecommunications equipment;
- which, with an excessive amount of notifications, interrupts the usual stream of communication on the visited website or in any other way restricts other users’ possibility of using this web service; or
- which uses misleading email addresses, twisted headlines or other manipulative means to hide the actual origin of this content.

You further accept NOT to

- contact anyone who has not asked to be contacted;
- stalk or in any other way harass other persons;
- collect personal data on other persons for commercial or illegitimate purposes;
- use automatic methods, including scripts, spiders, robots, crawlers, data mining tools or similar methods to download data from or upload data to the visited website;
- upload irrelevant content, repeat uploading the same or similar content or in any other way overload our infrastructure with unreasonably or disproportionally large data quantities; or
- try to gain unauthorised access to our system or network or participate in any activity that attempts to interrupt, impair or overburden our services.

Please note that, according to the Danish Copyright Act, it is only permitted to quote from a text or the like if done “in accordance with proper practice and to the extent required for the purpose”. You may, therefore, for example, not copy anyone else’s material into your post.

Copyright protection

You should assume that everything you see or read on the website you visit is protected by copyright unless otherwise stated. The website content may be used in accordance with these terms and conditions.

Berlingske Media is neither responsible nor liable for the content on or availability of websites to which Berlingske Media’s websites link or refer. This is also so for advertisements.

Pictures and text either belong to Berlingske Media or are used upon prior permission. You must not use these pictures unless otherwise specifically provided. Any unauthorised use of pictures or text may infringe copyright law.
No content guarantee

Berlingske Media does not guarantee that the content on the website is correct. Berlingske Media assumes no liability for errors and omissions in the content of the website you visit.

The use of the website is at your own risk

The use of the website you visit is at your own risk. Neither Berlingske Media nor anyone else involved in designing, making or publishing the website is liable for any direct, indirect, accidental or consequential damage that may arise out of your access to or use of the website. Berlingske Media can, therefore, not be held liable for any direct or indirect losses arising out of your access to or use of the website.

Further, Berlingske Media is neither responsible nor assumes any liability for any damage or virus infecting your computer equipment or other property as a result of your access to or use of the website. This also applies to any downloading by you of any text, picture, material, data, video or sound from the website.

Use of euroinvestor.dk og euroinvestor.com

Euroinvestor produces and publishes independent financial news, market data and analysis from the stock market.

All content published by Euroinvestor, is solely made available for informative and marketing purposes. Unless otherwise is expressed specifically, no content on the website should be considered offers or encouragement to buy or sell currency, financial instruments or products, make investments or participate in trading strategies.

It is free to use euroinvestor, except for subscriptions to products or services that requires personal access. Price information is presented in cooperation with third parties and is shown in real-time or with a 15 minute delay. Berlingske Media A/S is not responsible for the reliability of information on prices, since they are disseminated from third parties.

Euroinvestor seeks to gather information from reliable sources, but cannot guarantee for the reliability of the content. Berlingske Media cannot be held accountable for subject to errors regarding the market price, including the accuracy and the calculation thereof.

Content on Euroinvestor.com is not updated after being published, and can therefore in rare cases be subject to inaccurate and possible misleading information. Berlingske Media is not obliged to update such information.

Euroinvestor strongly advice all users, with a wish to trade product or service or do investments, to consult a financial adviser before doing so.

Berlingske Media cannot be held accountable for any loses as an effect of, what is considdered trading reccomendation on this website.
Copyrights to logos and trademarks

All trademarks and logos displayed on Berlingske Media’s websites either belong to or are managed by Berlingske Media. You neither hold a licence nor have a right to any content on the websites.

Third-party websites

Berlingske Media is neither responsible nor liable for the content of any linked websites or other websites linked to by Berlingske Media’s websites. If you wish to visit websites to which Berlingske Media’s websites link, you may do so at your own risk. This is also so for advertisements.

Berlingske Media does neither explicitly nor implicitly guarantee the correctness, lawfulness, reliability or validity of the content of third-party websites. Berlingske Media also disclaims any liability for any loss, damage, claim or claim damages of any kind resulting from third-party websites or their contents which are directly or indirectly available via Berlingske Media’s websites.

Registration of adblockers

Berlingske Media has to show you advertisements to be able to continue to offer you your usual content. It is, therefore, not permitted to install or use browser extensions that prevent advertisements from being fetched and displayed on Berlingske Media’s websites (a so-called “adblocker”). When using a website managed or owned by Berlingske Media, you, therefore, accept that Berlingske Media has the right to set up a script on your terminal equipment to detect whether you have installed or use an adblocker. If you have installed or use an adblocker, you must either deactivate it or approve (i.e. whitelist) the websites managed or owned by Berlingske Media.

Best regards

Berlingske Media A/S
Pilestræde 34
DK-1147 Copenhagen K
CVR No. 29 20 73 13

Updated on: 1 September 2018

Please also see

- General terms and conditions